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Abstract. Devices for training of healthcare specialists are widespread applications of 3D 

printing. BES TEST™ is an innovative test for the diagnosis of osteoporosis and similar bone 

diseases, based on mechanical simulations performed on a virtual biopsy of the patient’s 

fingers, obtained by radiograms. Operator training is performed on a phantom hand, which is 

held in place by a specifically-designed support, which was 3D printed using stereolithography 

(SLA) with Formlabs Tough V5™ resin. Our aim is twofold: (1) perform a mechanical 

characterization of the resin and (2) verify that the obtained material characteristics can be used 

for the design of 3D-printed parts, in particular the phantom hand support. Tensile tests were 

performed following ISO-527. FEM analyses were carried out on the support CAD model 

adopting the experimentally-obtained material properties. The calculated displacements were 

compared with those measured experimentally on the prototype, which was manufactured 

using the same 3D printing and post-curing parameters as the tensile samples. FEM and 

experimental results were in very good agreement (error < 5.5%): this confirms that, when 

studying the mechanical performance of SLA 3D-printed parts, it is good practice to 

characterize the resin using the same printing and post-curing parameters as the final part. 

1.  Introduction 

The applications of Additive Manufacturing (AM) in the healthcare industry are many and fast-

growing. 3D-printed protheses and similar medical devices are currently being employed in 

orthopedics [1,2]; nanoscale drug-delivery systems can be rapidly designed and tailored for each 

specific patient’s needs [3]; 3D-printed aligners are becoming the norm among dentists [4]. These are 

just some examples, but one of the most widespread applications of AM in medicine is the creation of 

educational models for the training of surgeons and technicians [5-10].  

BES TEST™ is a recently-developed diagnostic exam for osteoporosis and similar bone diseases, 

based on mechanical simulations performed on a virtual biopsy of the patient’s hand bones [11,12]. 

Three plain radiographic images of the proximal epiphysis of the first phalanges of the patient’s non-

dominant hand are required for each analysis. These images are acquired with a handheld x-ray device 

coupled with a sensor, thus minimizing the radiation dose to the patient. Some skill and practice are 

necessary for the operator to locate these bones and to position the x-ray device correctly, so as to 

obtain properly-centered radiograms: training is achieved with the help of a phantom hand. 

In clinical practice, patients are required to hold their hand open and still during the radiographic 

acquisitions, approximately 15 cm above a table (or an equivalent horizontal surface where the elbow 

can rest). In order to ease and to standardize the process, a specific ergonomic support was designed 

and successfully tested [13]. However, the same support cannot be used for a phantom hand, since it is 
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impractical to fasten the phantom hand to it and to hold it in balance. Therefore, a different support 

was designed for training purpose and was 3D-printed using stereolithography (SLA). 

In SLA, a part is created layer after layer by selectively curing a photopolymerizing liquid resin 

with a controlled laser beam [14]. In desktop SLA 3D printers, parts are generated upside down and 

dipped in the liquid resin only for the last few layers: this limits the amount of extra resin that is 

required for the process. 

The principal advantages of Stereolithography over low-budget 3D-printing technologies (i.e. 

Fused Deposition Modelling) are: 

• greater overall dimensional accuracy [15,16]; 

• better surface finish [17-19]; 

• possibility of creating watertight parts [20]; 

• near-isotropic material behavior [21-26];  

• higher printing speed; 

• user-friendliness. 

At the end of each print, it is recommended to post-cure the generated parts, to confer better 

mechanical properties to the material [27]. Post-curing consists of simultaneously: 

• heating the part to a determined temperature; 

• exposing the part to UV radiations. 

Post-curing helps obtain completely crosslinked photopolymer chains, thus strengthening the 

chemical bonds within the material [28]. This increases strength, stiffness and temperature resistance. 

Each specific material has its optimal post-cure settings, which are usually provided by the 

manufacturer, together with the material characteristics of both the uncured and the cured resin. 

However, it is extremely difficult to guarantee a uniform heat distribution within the cured part. 

Moreover, it is virtually impossible to irradiate every surface of a perhaps complex model with the 

same amount of UV light: concave models or bulky parts particularly suffer the problem, as there is no 

way for the UV rays to reach the innermost volumes. Therefore, the manufacturer’s stated mechanical 

properties might differ noticeably from those measured in practice on the actual load-bearing part. 

In literature, there are several studies that attempt to optimize the printing parameters of AM in 

relation to the desired mechanical properties. However, most of these tend to focus on FDM rather 

than SLA, for which little work has been published [29,30]. Moreover, most are based solely on 

empirical data or on numerical simulations. An exception to this is the paper by Yang et al. [31], 

where a mathematical model is proposed to predict the tensile strength and hardness of 3D-printed 

parts by calculating the local solidification level of the SLA resin. The authors claim that their model 

has been successfully validated through experimental measurements, but this validation has been 

performed – as in most other cases – on standard specimens, rather than on actual parts. Standard 

specimens have an extremely simple geometry, which is far from that of most 3D-printed parts, which 

exploit the geometrical versatility of AM. Therefore, it might be useful to measure the actual response 

to loads of end-use parts fabricated by AM and compare their predicted behavior to experimental 

results. 

The aim of this work is twofold: 

• to perform a mechanical characterization by tensile tests on standard specimens of the 3D-

printed material used for the phantom hand support; 

• to measure the displacement of the 3D-printed phantom hand support under its nominal loads 

and compare it to the predicted displacements, obtained through FEM simulations. 

2.  Materials and methods 

2.1.  Tensile testing setup  

The specimens were manufactured by a Formlabs™ Form2™ SLA 3D printer using Tough V5™ 

resin and post-cured in the Form Cure™ oven. The adopted printing and post-curing parameters are 

reported in Table 1. 
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The specimens are of type 1BA, as suggested by the ISO-527 norm [32]. Figure 1 (a) shows the 

geometry of the specimens used. 

 

 Table 1. Printing and post-curing parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The samples were printed at different angles on the buildplate to validate the isotropy obtained 

from the material and printing process. The printing angle θ is defined as the angle between the 

specimen’s axis and the building direction (z axis), as shown in Figure 1 (b). The specimens were 

printed in vertical (0°), horizontal (90°) and at intermediate angles, with 15° intervals, for a total of 7 

different orientations. To obtain greater statistical reliability, 3 specimens were printed per orientation, 

for a total of 21 printed samples. 

Figure 1. (a) ISO 527 Type 1BA specimen geometry. (b) Different orientations on buildplate. 

 

The tensile tests were carried out on an in-house designed testing machine for low-budget 

applications, which had already been validated in previous studies [26,33]. These tests were performed 

in compliance with the ISO 527 guidelines [32]. Ambient temperature was 21 ± 1ºC. 

2.2.  Support design  

The phantom hand (3M Diagnostic Imaging Products™, item code 34-7002-0826-6) is held in the 

same position a real patient would hold his/her hand during the test (i.e. open hand, thumb pointing 

upwards); there should be no obstacles on either side, as this would disrupt the radiographical 

acquisitions. The support includes a joint so that the phantom hand can be easily attached and 

removed: the phantom hand is already equipped with a 3D-printed male connector on its wrist. The 

support structure should be self-standing and properly balanced, both with and without the mounted 

phantom hand, light and sufficiently robust to withstand the weight of the phantom hand and any 

accidental stress during transport and use. Thanks to the extreme versatility of AM, there are very few 

constraints on the geometry – therefore the manufacturability – of the part. 

The support was designed using SolidWorks™ and its CAD is shown in Figure 2 (a). The support 

was SLA 3D-printed (Figure 2 (b)) with the same resin and settings used for the specimens, previously 

described in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Material 
Layer 

height 

Post-cure 

Time Irradiation Temp. 

Formlabs™ 

Tough 

V5™ 

50 µm 60 min 
405 nm 

9.1 W 
60°C 
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Figure 2. (a) CAD of the designed phantom hand support. (b) 3D-printed support with phantom hand. 

2.3.  FEM simulation setup 

Linear FEM analyses were performed on the 3D model of the support using SolidWorks Simulation™. 

The experimentally obtained properties of the resin (see section 3.1) were used for the simulations. 

Two different loading configurations (I and II respectively) were investigated; in both cases the 

support base was fixed. 

Configuration I. A vertical force Fy = 20 N was applied at lf = 100 mm from the contact face 

between the phantom hand and the support. The y-displacement (dy) was measured at lm = 195 mm 

from the contact face (Figure 3 (a)). This represents the nominal loading configuration, where Fy is the 

weight of the phantom hand and lf is the distance between the contact face and the hand’s barycenter.  

Configuration II. A horizontal force Fx = 20 N was applied at lf = 195 mm from the contact face, 

horizontal displacement (dx) was measured at lm = 174 mm (Figure 3 (b)). This loading configuration 

represents a torsion that might occur from an improper use of the device or from an accidental fall to 

the ground. 

To aid the definition of loads in the simulations, a thick rectangular beam was added to the CAD 

model: this makes it possible to apply forces and read the corresponding displacements at the desired 

positions without the need of calculating torques or applying other indirect measurement methods. The 

section of the beam is much greater than any part of the structure; a preliminary FEM analysis was 

conducted on just the auxiliary beam and it was found that its own deformations are less than two 

orders of magnitude smaller compared to the measured deformations. Therefore, under the applied 

loads, the beam results so stiff that it can be considered rigid. 

Figure 3. FEM simulation setup. (a) Configuration I; (b) Configuration II. 
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The generated meshes were curvature-based meshes, i.e. the size of the elements is defined locally 

by the curvature of the geometry. This option in SolidWorks Simulation™ is very helpful, since 

regions with greater curvature often correspond to the regions of greater stress. Mesh convergence was 

obtained with the h-adaptive method. The built-in h-adaptive method for mesh refinement decreases 

the average element size in the regions where the stresses calculated at the previous iteration are 

greater [34]. Convergence is reached when the change in strain energy between the previous and the 

present iteration is less than a determined value ε. For these simulations, this value was set to ε = 1%. 

2.4.  Experimental setup  

The applied forces, the constraints and the positions for the displacement measurement depend on the 

specific configuration (I or II) and correspond to those previously described for the FEM analyses in 

section 2.3. As for the simulations, a rigid rectangular beam was fixed to the contact face to facilitate 

the application of loads and the displacement readings. The applied forces were obtained with a weight 

and, when necessary, a pulley system. The displacement was measured with a manual caliper (0.05 

mm resolution). The ambient temperature during these tests was 21 ± 1ºC, the same adopted for the 

tensile tests. A schematic representation of the experimental setup for both configurations is shown in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Experimental setup for Configuration I (left) and Configuration II (right). 

 

Different values were assigned to Fx and Fy to verify the linear relationship between force and 

displacement: Fx and Fy ranged from 2.5 to 20 N with 2.5 N intervals, a total of 8 levels. The 

displacements d at lm were measured five times with repositioning; the mean value (d̅) and the standard 

deviation (SD) were calculated on the repeated measurements. The regression line of the average 

displacements within each level was computed; R2 was calculated to quantify the goodness of fit. 

3.  Results 

3.1.  Tensile test results 

The results of the tensile tests are presented in Figure 5, where tensile strength (or maximum stress) 

and Young’s modulus are plotted as a function of the printing angle. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

(limiting form) normality test was performed: the resulting p-values (p = 0.52 for maximum stress, p = 

0.96 for Young’s modulus) suggest that in both cases the distribution is normal, therefore the 

fluctuations in maximum stress and modulus can be due to random errors. Since there is no evident 

relationship between θ and the mechanical characteristics of SLA 3D-printed Tough V5™ resin, this 

material can be considered isotropic. 
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Figure 5. Tensile test results: maximum stress and Young's modulus. Error bars: ±SD. Horizontal 

line: overall mean.  

 

Table 2 shows the overall mean material characteristics of the tested 3D-printed resin compared to 

those stated by the manufacturer [35]. 

 

Table 2. Mechanical characteristics of Formlabs Tough V5™ resin. 

 Experimental Datasheet 

Maximum stress  47.5 ± 4.1 MPa 55.7 MPa 

Young’s modulus 1.64 ± 0.29 GPa 2.7 GPa 

3.2.  FEM simulation results 

The results of the FEM analyses are reported shown in Figure 6. The deformed model is colored based 

on vertical displacement for configuration I and horizontal displacement for configuration II. The 

position at which the displacement was measured (lm) is also reported. 

Figure 6. FEM results: displacement plots and graphical representation. 
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Figure 7 shows the meshed models: the elements are denser where the stress is greater. Mesh 

convergence plots are reported in Figure 8. 

Figure 7. 3D representation of the final h-adapted meshes. 

 

Figure 8. Mesh convergence plots. Normalized values referring to the final mesh. 

 

Table 3 summarizes the principal simulation results and the main characteristics of the FEM mesh. 
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Table 3. FEM simulation results and final mesh characteristics. 

 Configuration I Configuration II 

Applied force Fy = 20 N Fx = 20 N 

Displacement at lm dy = 5.06 mm dx = 6.32 mm 

Type of mesh elements Tetrahedral Tetrahedral 

Strain energy convergence threshold Δ = 1% Δ = 1% 

Number of iterations to reach convergence 4 5 

Final mesh number of nodes 5.17×105 3.59×105 

Final mesh number of elements 3.43×105 2.35×105 

Final mesh maximum element size 9.21 mm 18.58 mm 

Final mesh minimum element size 1.84 mm 3.72 mm 

Final mesh maximum element aspect ratio 216 224 

Final mesh elements with aspect ratio > 10  1.27×103 (0.37%) 6.08×103 (2.59%) 

3.3.  Experimental validation 

The force-displacement plot of the experimental measurements is shown in Figure 9. The mean and 

standard deviation at each level are represented by error bars. The regression line of the experimental 

data is represented by a dotted line. The R2 values are reported for each configuration and are very 

close to 1, therefore the experimental relationship between force and displacement can be considered 

linear with good approximation. In the FEM simulations, the force-displacement plot is linear by 

definition and is reported in Figure 9 for comparison. The error between the experimental and 

simulation results can be defined as:  

ϵ = 
|Exp - FEM|

Exp
 

where Exp and FEM are the slopes of the experimental (regression) and numerical force-displacement 

lines, respectively. 

Figure 9. Experimental and FEM results comparison. Error bars: mean ± SD. 
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4.  Conclusions 

The material characteristics obtained from our tensile tests differ significantly from those stated by the 

manufacturer. The measured tensile strength is 15% lower than stated and the measured Young’s 

modulus is 39% lower. This disagreement is most probably due to the unavoidably different post-

curing conditions. Moreover, Formlabs followed the ASTM D 638 standard to determine tensile 

strength and Young’s modulus [28], while in the present work the ISO 527 was adopted; therefore, 

different sample shapes and/or testing speeds might also partly contribute to the discrepancy in results. 

More importantly, Formlabs does not state the ambient temperature at which the tensile tests were 

performed: lower temperatures tend to increase maximum stress and Young’s modulus and a 

difference of just a couple of degrees Celsius can be significant. 

Using the actual in-house measured properties for the FEM analyses, the error between FEM and 

experimental results is just ϵ = 5.5% for configuration I and ϵ = 4.1% for configuration II. Considering 

the inevitable sources of variability that affect polymer testing, such errors are small, therefore these 

results are in very good agreement. 

From a general perspective, our results confirm that, when studying the mechanical performance of 

SLA 3D-printed parts, it is good practice to characterize the mechanical properties of the resin using 

the same print settings, post-curing settings and ambient conditions as the final part. In the first stages 

of product development, technical datasheets are helpful to choose the right material for a determined 

application or to compare different materials from the same manufacturer; however, in successive 

phases, where a detailed knowledge of the mechanical characteristics is required, it is recommended to 

perform in-house tests to obtain the actual material behavior for each specific application. Moreover, it 

is important to consider the geometry of the designed part, which might be an obstacle to its complete 

polymerization. Further tests on a prototype might be necessary to confirm the predicted mechanical 

response. In the present study, the 3D-printed support is neither very bulky nor geometrically 

complex, therefore the curing process was complete throughout the part, as demonstrated by the 

excellent agreement between experimental and FEM results. 
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